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Best practices 2020-21 

Title of the Practice1: 

Switching to online mode of teaching during covid-19 Pandemic. 

E 

Objectives: 
To adapt to a new effective way of teaching-learning during covid-19 Pandemic. 

The Context: 

In the wake of the Pandemic that hit the education badly, the institution and faculty have 

to devise some measures to keep the teaching-learning process alive with minimal 

available resources. 

The Practice: 

The college strengthened the internet infrastructure and ensured the online 

availability of some of the college library resources. It encouraged its faculty members to 

take on short-term courses and FDPs to learn the skill of online teaching and handling 

online tools that enabled them teach online effectively. 

Evidence of Success: 

Our faculty members have contributed 144 e-contents to the UP higher education 

Digital Library. Almost all the faculty members now take classes using tools such as Google 

Classroom, Google meets, Zoom, Webex, etc. Three months short-term course on 

Computational Chemistry was conducted online by the chemistry department with 

international collaboration. 

Problems Encountered and Resources Required: 

Teachers are using free platforms and software which have limitations on use and 

functionality. There is a need for a strong LMS system. On the student end, many of the 

students can't afford smartphones, a bare necessity for taking lessons online. 
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Title of the Practice 2: 

Using social media to highlight college activities and attain large public feedback. 

Objectives: 

To enhance public participation through social media for a better educational 

atmosphere in the college. 

The Context: 

A positive image of the institution establishes faith among parents and students. Though 

the college has a website, visited for viewing important notices. The college activities 

can be highlighted through social media. 

The Practice: 

The college has started its Facebook page. The photos and videos of almost all the 

student-oriented activities are being uploaded on the site. As the Facebook page is easily 

accessible, the college is getting feedback from society and using it for improving the 

performance of the institution and winning social trust. 

Evidence of Success: 

The events uploaded on Facebook page are: Rover ranger camp, felicitation of 

teachers by various organizations, hosting an international workshop and one-day seminar, 

inter-college kabaddi-championship, covid vaccination camp, voter awareness program, 

mission shakti, student visit to sugar mill, Plantation drive in campus, mental health 

awareness program and yoga camp, cyber security day and individual student 
achievements: qualified CSIR-UGC NET, winning VC Gold medal, boxing gold medal 

Problems Encountered and Resources Required: 

The problem with using Facebook is that the information uploaded does not get 
proper undivided attention, the viewer takes them randonmly and with distracting 

advertisements. 
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